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INTRODUCTION 
There is extensive literature on the subject oflocalization at prime 
ideals inNoetherian rings. Inthe non-commutative setting, where it is 
seldom possible to localize at a prime ideal, one central concept which as 
emerged isthe notion of a “link” between prime ideals a an obstruction o 
localization. In recent years, much work has been devoted todescribing 
linked prime ideals inseveral important classes ofnon-commutative 
Noetherian ri gs, notably group rings (K. A. Brown in [4, 8]), universal 
enveloping al ebras (K.A. Brown in [S, 6]), and differential operator rings 
(G. Sigurdsson in [173). 
In this paper, we analyze the localizability of prime ideals inan Ore 
extension of aring R. If R is a ring with automorphism g, the Ore exten- 
sion (or skew polynomial ring) R[x; a] is defined tobe the set of polyno- 
mials of the form Cy=, r,xi where riE R. With termwise addition and with 
multiplication determined by distributivity and he relation xr = r”x, 
R[x; a] is an associative r ng. IfR is (right) Noetherian, the Hilbert Basis 
Theorem shows that R[x; a] is also (right) Noetherian. In this paper, we
shall assume that he coefficient ring R is a commutative No therian ri g. 
All rings are associative w than identity element. A ring is Noetherian 
if it is both right and left Noetherian; the same convention applies to other 
ambidextrous properties. For an R-bimodule M, I(M), and r(M) are, 
respectively, the eft and right annihilators of M in R. For an ideal A of R, 
V,JA) denotes the collection of elements of R which are regular modulo A. 
Earlier versions of the results in this paper appeared inthe author’s 
Ph.D. thesis where Krull dimension techniques w re used extensively. The 
author would like to thank his thesis advisor atMcMaster University, 
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B. J. Mueller, for his guidance and support, andR. B. Warlield, Jr.for first 
suggesting the improvements which ave been incorporated intothis paper. 
We are also grateful to the referee fora number of helpful comments. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We begin by recalling some basic facts about localization in N etherian 
rings. The reader may consult [3, 71 or [ 133 for details. 
DEFINITION. Let P and Q be prime ideals ina Noetherian ri g R. We 
say that here is a link from P to Q (denoted P--r Q) if there is an ideal 
A with PQ E A c P n Q such that I(B/A) =P and r(B/A) = Q for every 
ideal B such that A c B c P n Q. 
The relation -+ generates a directed graph on Spec(R). The connected 
component ofP in the underlying u directed graph is called the clique of 
P, denoted cl(P). A finite clique iscalled a clan. 
An ideal I has the right AR property oris right AR if or every right ideal 
E, there exists an integer n such that En I” E EZ. The ring R is aright poly- 
AR ring if or every pair of prime ideals P,Q with Pc Q there exists an
ideal I with Pc I E Q such that I/P is a right AR-ideal in R/P. The left AR
and left poly-AR properties are defined analogously. 
The usefulness of these properties in the context oflocalization is well 
documented (cf. [4, 121). It is worth noting that while there are several 
other definitions of “link” inthe literature, the cliques generated arethe 
same in all cases if R is a Noetherian poly-AR ring (see [12, Proposi- 
tion 4.1; 13, remarks onp. 1403). Inthis case, a semiprime ideal of R is 
classically localizable if andonly if its minimal prime ideals form aclique 
[13, Theorem 7.3.11. 
We need the following results. 
LEMMA 1. Let R be a Noetherian ring with prime ideals P and Q. If I is 
a left AR-ideal of R with Is P and if P -+ Q then IE Q. 
Proof: Let A and B be ideals ofR with PQ s A c B c P n Q, f(B/A) = 
P, and r(B/A) =Q. Then there exists n > 1 such that BZ” s Q n I” E ZQ c 
PQcA. Hence I”Gr(B/A)=Q and so ZGQ. 1 
The right-hand version fthis tates: if Iis a right AR-ideal with ZE Q 
and if P-+ Q then IG P. 
LEMMA 2. Let R be a Noetherian poly-AR ring with prime ideals P and 
Q, P&Q. IfP+Q then P=Q. 
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ProoJ: This follows from [13, Proposition 8.1.7 and Theorem 8.2.41.  
This gives the following special case of the last remark preceding 
Lemma 1. 
COROLLARY 3. Let R be a Noetherian poly-AR ring and let P be a prime 
AR-ideal of R. Then P is classically localizable. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemmas 1 and 2 and [ 13, 
Theorem 7.3.11.  
The following result provides a useful criterion for determining whether 
an ideal has the AR property. Foran ideal I of a ring R, the Rees ring of 
I over R is the subring R*(Z) =R + tZ+ t2Z2 + ... of the polynomial 
ring R[t]. 
LEMMA 4. Let R be a (right) Noetherian ring and let Ibe an ideal ef R. 
(i) If I is centrally generated, then R*(Z) is (right) Noetherian. 
(ii) Zf R*(Z) is (right) Noetherian, then Zis a (right) AR-ideal ofR. 
Proof: D. S. Passman gives a nice proof of this [16, Lemma 11.2.11. 1 
For a sharper version fthis result see [ 1, Lemma 6.11. 
The next lemma shows that links are preserved with respect to localiza- 
tion at a right Ore set. 
LEMMA 5. Let R be a Noetherian ring with prime ideals P and Q and let 
S be a right Ore set in R. 
(i) IfSzw(Q) and P-+Q then Ss%?(P). 
(ii) Zf S s %7(P) n %7(Q) then P ^ -y) Q if and only if PS - ’ -N, QS ~ ’ in 
RF’. 
Proof: See [13, Theorem 54.5; 17, Lemma 2.111. 1
We will examine the links between prime ideals inthe Ore extension 
S = R[x; o] of a commutative No therian ri g R with automorphism rr.
The prime ideals ofS are of three types (cf. [lo] or [ 11 I): 
(1) XEP, 
(II) x$Pand P=(PnR)S, 
(III) x$ P and Px (Pn R) S. 
If P is a type Iprime ideal then P= (Pn R) + XS and P n R is a prime 
ideal of R. We shall refer totype II as lower prime ideals and type III as 
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upper prime ideals. IfP is either a lower or an upper prime ideal then 
P” = P and P n R = fiy= i Q”’ for some prime ideal Q = Q’” of R and some 
integer n. Such a semiprime ideal iscalled a-cyclic ora-prime. 
Conversely, given aa-cyclic ideal A of R, AS is always a lower prime 
ideal of S. Moreover, S will have upper prime ideals over A if and only if 
the automorphism 6 of R = R/A induced by0 has finite order. Inthis case, 
we can describe the upper prime ideals explicitly. Let 2?=.2?(R) bethe 
classical quotient ring of i? and let 5also denote the natural extension of 
the automorphism CJ to 9. Then 2 = @ r= i Ki is a direct sum of copies of
the field K,, =s(R/Q), cyclically permuted by5. Moreover its fixed subring 
2Z6 is a field k,diagonally embedded in 2? and 2 is a finite-dimensional 
k-vector space. Let m be the order of 6 and set = xm. The upper prime 
ideals ofS lying over A are in one-to-one correspondence withthe 
non-trivial manic irreducible po ynomials of k[t] other than t [ll, 
Theorem 4.41. Infact, ifP is an upper prime ideal of S, then k[t] is the 
center ofthe partial (right) quotient ring S%? ~-’ = .9[x; 61of S= S/AS with 
respect tothe Ore set %? =GF?~(O) of regular elements ofi?. The corre- 
sponding upper prime ideal &‘? ’ of SF ’ is centrally generated by a 
centrally irreducible po ynomial p(t). We will denote the upper prime ideal 
P by CA, p(t)]. 
2. LINKS BETWEEN PRIME IDEALS 
In this ection we will classify the links between the prime ideals ofthe 
Ore extension R[x; a] thus determining thelocalizability of eachof the 
three types of prime ideal. Throughout this ection R is a commutative 
Noetherian ring with automorphism g and S denotes the Ore extension 
R[x; a]. 
THEOREM 6. Let P and Q be prime ideals ofS with P-J+ Q. Then x E P 
if and only ifx E Q. In this case, the clique ofP is { P”‘:~E Z). 
Proof: If XE P then P contains the ideal XS = Sx which as the AR 
property since it is generated by anormal element [ 141. Since P-+ Q, we 
have xE Q by Lemma 1. The right-hand version fthis shows that xE P if 
XEQ. 
Now let A be an ideal of S with PQ E A c P n Q such that I(B/A) = P 
ane r(B/A) =Q for every ideal B with A c B G Pn Q. If x E PQ, then 
P/.xS-+ QlxS in the commutative Noetherian ring S/XSZ R. But then 
P n R --+ Qn R, forcing P n R = Q n R since there are no non-trivial l nks 
in a commutative ring. Hence P= (P n R) + XS = (Q n R) + XS = Q. 
If x $ PQ, then A4 = xS/(PQ n xS) z (PQ + xS)/PQ is a non-zero sub- 
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bimodule of (P n Q)/PQ. Thus Z,(M) =P and r,(M) =Q. From 
Q”x = xQ E PQ n xS, it follows that Q” G P; from xP”-’ = Px s PQ n xS, 
we obtain Pam’ cQ. Hence Q= PC-‘. 
In Proposition 8 below, we will prove that he Ore extension S is a 
poly-AR ring. Soin order to show that here is always a link P” YY* P, by 
the remarks preceding Lemma 1 it suffices to show that 1( P” n P/PUP) = P” 
and r( P” n P/PUP) = P. 
Let P’ denote the prime ideal Pn R of R. Then P” n P= 
((P’), n P’) + xS and PUP = (( P’)O + xS)( P’ + xS) = (P’)OP’ + xP’ + x2S. 
Let s = C?=, rixi E1( P” n P/POP). Then sx E P”P and so xr:-’ = rOx E xP’. 
Thus rO E (P’), and hence sE P”. Similarly one shows that r( P n P/POP) = P. 
It follows that cl(P) = { P”‘:~E Z} as claimed. 1 
EXAMPLE 1. Let R = k @ k, the direct sum of two copies ofa field k,
and let (a, b)” =(b, a). Let P, = (k, 0) and P, = (0, k) be the prime ideals 
ofR.ThenP~=P,andso{P,+xS,P,+xS}formsaclaninS=R[x;o] 
and XS = (P, + xS) n (P, + xS) is a classically localizable semiprime ideal. 
Theorem 6also shows how to construct an infinite clique. Thefollowing 
example has appeared frequently in the literature (cf.[6, 12, 151). 
EXAMPLE 2. Let R = C[y], the ring of polynomials in y over the com- 
plex numbers. Let y” = y - 1 and set S= R[x; a]. Define I, = (x, y- a ), 
cc~C.ThenZ,+,-+Z,andZ, -+ I, (since Z,is amaximal ideal with Zt # I,). 
It follows that cl(Z,)= (Zcr+, :n EZ}. (Observe that S is the enveloping 
algebra of the two-dimensional non-Abelian complex Lie algebra 
(x, y: [ y, x] = x) and I, is its augmentation ideal.) 
We now turn our attention t  the prime ideals ofR[x; a] which do not 
contain x.
PROPOSITION 7. Let S= R[x; a] and let P be a lower prime ideal of S. 
Then P has the (right) AR property. 
Proof Setting A =Pn R, we have P = AS, A” = A, and trivially A is
centrally generated. By Lemma 4(i), the Rees ring R*(A)= R+ tA + 
t2A2 + . . . = (R, tA ) is (right) Noetherian. Now as a subring ofS[t] we 
have S*(P)=S*(AS)=S+tAS+t’(AS)*+ ... =S+tAS+t2A2S+ ... 
= (S, tA) = (R, x, tA) = (R*(A), x) = R*(A)[x; a], if we extend (r to 
R*(A) by setting t”=t. So by the Hilbert Basis Theorem, S*(P) is (right) 
Noetherian andthus P has the (right) AR property by Lemma 4(ii). [ 
PROPOSITION 8. S= R[x; a] is a (right) poly-AR ring. 
Proof: Let P and Q be prime ideals ofS with Qc P. If XE Q then 
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P/Q=((PnR)+xS)/((QnR)+xS)g(PnR)/(QnR) which is an ideal 
of the commutative No therian ri g S/Q z R/(Q n R) and so has the right 
AR property. 
If x # Q then without loss of generality we may assume that Q n R = 0. 
If Q # 0 then Q is an upper prime ideal lying over 0in R, and hence (T has 
finite order. Itfollows that Sis a Noetherian PI-ring [9, Corollary lo]and 
so is (right) poly-AR by Rowen’s Theorem. 
If Q= 0 then there are three cases to consider: if xEP, then P2 XS = Sx, 
which is a non-zero (right) AR-ideal; if x$ P and Pn R = 0 then P is an 
upper prime ideal lying over 0in R and so S is (right) poly-AR as in the 
preceding paragraph; if x$P and P n R # 0 then P contains the non-zero 
lower prime ideal (P n R) S, which has the (right) AR property b
Proposition 7. 1
THEOREM 9. Jf P is a lower prime ideal of S= R[x; a], then P is classi- 
cally localizable. 
Proof: By Proposition 8, S is a poly-AR ring and by Proposition 7, 
P is a prime AR-ideal ofS. The result then follows from Corollary 3. 1 
The last two results have also been proved, independently, by A. D. Bell 
[ 1, Proposition 6.7;2, Proposition 7.61. 
Of the three types of prime ideal inthe Ore extension R[x; a], the upper 
prime ideals are by far the most interesting. We turn to them now. The 
next lemma shows that upper prime ideals can only be linked toupper 
prime ideals containing thesame lower prime ideal. 
LEMMA 10. Let P and Q be prime ideals ofS with P -+ Q. If P is an 
upper prime ideal then Q is an upper prime ideal; moreover Q n R = P n R. 
Proof P contains the lower prime ideal (Pn R) S which as the left 
AR property b  Proposition 7. Therefore (P n R) S c Q by Lemma 1 and 
so P n R E Q n R. On the other hand, Q must be an upper prime ideal by
Theorems 6 and 9, so the right-hand version fLemma 1 implies that 
Q n R E P n R, and so we have quality. 1 
Our goal, then, is to classify those upper prime ideals Q which are linked 
to a given upper prime ideal P.Before proceeding, we introduce some 
notation and make some reductions. 
For upper prime ideals P and Q of S = R[x; a] with P-+ Q, let 
A=PnR=QnR. Let m be the order of C? on R=R/A and set k= 
(2(R))” and t = xm. 
Since A is a localizable -invariant semiprime ideal ofR, VZ = %?,JA) is a 
(right) Ore set in S [ 10, Lemma 1.41. ByLemma 5, P-, Q if and only if 
M ~ ’ -+ Qg -’ in S+Y ’ = R%T ~ ’ [x; a], so without loss of generality we 
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may assume that P and Q are maximal ideals ofS contracting o a o-cyclic 
semimaximal ideal A of R. 
Observe that we now have R=3?(R), k=(R)“, and k[t] =Z(S/AS)= 
Z(R[x; 01). Using the notation i troduced earlier, we may write 
P = CA, P(t)1 and Q = CA, 4(t)] where p(t) and q(t) are centrally 
irreducible po ynomials in S. Thus if A = 0 then P is centrally generated 
by p(t); hence P has the AR property and so is classically localizable. 
Henceforth we will assume that A# 0. 
Now P= [A,p(t)] = AS+ p(t) Sand, using the fact that p(t) is central 
modulo AS, it is easy to show that P2 = A’S + p(t) AS + A@(t) + p’(t) S. 
It follows that P# P2. Otherwise we could write p = a, + pa, + a,p + p*s 
where a,eA2S, a,, a,eAS, and SES. Then p(l-ps)eAS, implying 
pS( 1- ps) GAS and, by primeness of AS, 1 - ps E AS. Thus p would be a 
unit modulo AS, which is absurd. The foregoing ar ument shows that here 
are always self-links P-e P for an upper prime ideal P.Henceforth we will 
assume that P-+ Q and P # Q. 
Observe that P-+ Q if and only if P = I(P n Q/PQ) and Q = 
r( Pn Q/PQ) if and only if P/A2S-+ Q/A’S. Set a= A/A* which is afinitely 
generated (right) R-module and, since C? has finite order here, a linite- 
dimensional (right) k-vector space. A% will denote the finite-dimensional 
(right) k[t]-module AS/A’S. (Note that AS/A2S is in fact a k[t]-bimodule 
but since & = at + A2S while tti = ta + A’S = aumt +A2S, the left and right 
actions ofk[t] are different.) 
Let {Lii, . . ci,,} be a basis for A^ over k, let 15 denote the invertible lin ar 
operator on a induced byCJ, and let U= (uii) bethe matrix representation 
of 6 over k with respect to he chosen basis. In other words, 
(ci,)” = f:ciiuii, j=l n. 9 . . 
i= I 
Since xhj= B,“x = (Cr= i6,~~) X,if we set ci =(a,, . . ci,), then xri =riUx. 
By induction, it follows that xkri = ci( Ux)’ for all positive ntegers k. In 
particular, 
Letf(t)=Cy=“=,hitiEk[f]. Then 
f(t)ci=( 5 l;r’)h= f f$(U”t)‘=ii( f ~.(rl”‘r)‘)=iiy-(t). 
i=O i=o i=O 
We can now characterize the links between upper prime ideals ofS. The 
following lemma is needed. We are indebted tothe referee for improving 
our original formulation of this result. 
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LEMMA 11. Let k he a field and let khe its algebraic closure. L tp(t) 
and q(t) be irreducible polynomials in k[t], and let CI Ek be a zero f p(t). 
Let A be an invertible matrix over k. Then q(t) divides t p(At) if and only 
if cc/n is a zero f q(t) for some eigenvalue 2 of A. 
Proof. Let x,(A) denote the characteristic polynomial of the matrix A 
as a polynomial in i. Then ~~~(2) = det(ll- At) =t”det((i/t) I- A) =
tnXA(A/t). Thusif A has eigenvalues A,, .. A, (counting multiplicities), 
then At has eigenvalues A1 t,.  . &,t and hence p(At) has eigenvalues 
P(A, t), ...> p(i, t) with the correct multiplicities. Therefore d t p( At) =
nr=, p(A,t) and so q(t) divides det p(At) if and only if cc/,? is a zero f q(t) 
for some eigenvalue E, ofA. 1 
Observe that the k-basis {ci,, . . tin} of a induces a basis .d = 
A A 
{a,xk:l <,j<n, Odkdm- 1) of the right k[t]-module AS.Since x0=x, 
we have 
A II n n r\ 
(a,a”)” = (ci,)” fk = C riiuii.fik = C iiiikuii= C (aixk) uii. 
i= I I=1 i= I 
It follows that, asa k[t]-endomorphism of A?,C? can be represented by 
a block-diagonal matrix $P which as m copies ofthe matrix U down its 
diagonal. 
Let T and T,, be the k[t]-endomorphisms of A? whose matrix represen- 
tations with respect to he basis .d are, respectively, W’t and p(%‘“t). The 
following lemma is modelled on[ 17, Lemma 3.51. 
LEMMA 12. T,,(A/\s) = p(t) A%. 
Proof: Set r=mn, where m is the order of 0 on R/A and n is the 
dimension fA over k. For 1 6 j 6 n and 0 < k <m - 1, let e(j, k)be an 
r-dimensional column vector with a 1 in position j+ nk and zeros else- 
where. Using the fact hat he non-zero elements ofcolumn j+ nk of @“’ 
are precisely theelements ofcolumn j of U”, we have (%!“t) e(j, k)= 
Cy=, e(i, k)$‘t. Hence from the remarks preceding thelemma we obtain 
T(a;k) = f- aFGkuy t =(ap)Bm t= ta,2k. 
i=l 
By linearity we have T(6) = th for all ci EAS and so by induction Ti(6) = $6 
for i3 1. If p(t)=C:‘_,p,t’ hen T,=Cf=,p,T’ and so T,,(B)=p(t)Li for 
all ci EA?. The result follows. 1 
We now prove our main result. Fora field k,k denotes its algebraic 
closure and for CI Ek, /~~(a) denotes the minimum polynomial of ~1 over k. 
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THEOREM 13. Let P= [A,p(t)] and Q = [A, q(t)] be distinct upper 
prime ideals ofS= R[x; o] and let p(t) = p,Joz), c1 Ef. Then P-+ Q if and 
only if q(t) = pk(cx/nm) for some eigenvalue A ofU. 
Proof Using the fact hat p and q are central modulo AS= SA, it is 
easy to show that 
PnQ=(AS+p(t)S)n(AS+q(t)S)=AS+p(t)q(t)S 
and 
PQ=(AS+p(t)S)(AS+q(t)S) 
= A2S+ p(t) AS+ ASq(t) + p(t) q(t) S. 
If we let V= (P n Q)/PQ, then as an S/P-S/Q-bimodule I’= 
A%/(pA/\s + A/\s). Hence P-+ Q if and only if ZkCt,( V) = (p(t)) and 
rkd VI = <s(t) >.
Continuing with the notation introduced b fore L mma 11, we see that 
each component ofthe n-tuple p(t) ri +&j(t) belongs top”e. But 
j?(t) ci+c-@(t) = @( Pt) + &y(t) = q-q Urnt) + q(t) I]. 
Multiplying o  the right by the classical adjoint ofP(U”t)+q(t) I we 
obtain the n-Fple Li det [p( U”?) + g(t) I], each cxmponent ofwhich is an 
element of PQ. Thus &det[p( Umt) + q(t) Z] E PQ for i = 1, . . n and so 
WP(U”t) + s(t) 11 E r,rrl( 0 
Assuming that P--v) Q,we see that q(t) must divide t [p( U”?) + q(t) Z] 
which equals det ~5( Umt) +q(t) S(t) f or some polynomial S(t) E k[ t] by [ 17, 
Lemma 3.21. Thus q(t) has the desired form by Lemma 11. 
Conversely, assume that q(t) =z+(Lx/~~) forsome eigenvalue J of U. 
Then q(t) divides d(t) = det p( Umt) and hence q(t) divides det p(4Y”t) = 
(d(t))“. Now the invariant factors of p(@!“t) are polynomials fl(t), . ..f.(t) 
in k[t] such that J(t) divides fi+l(t) for i= 1, . ..r- 1 and such that 
p(W’Q) is equivalent to diag(fr(r), . ..fJt)) with respect toappropriate 
bases {zi,, . .ti,} and {tir, . . fi,} ofA? over k[t]. Thus there are invertible 
matrices M and N over k[t] such that Mjj(t2mt) N= diag(fr(t), . ..y.(t)). 
Now det M, det NE k and so without loss of generality de  M = det N = 1. 
Hence detp(Wt)=f,(t)~~~fJt). 
With the notation of Lemma 12, T,(tii) = BiJ.(t) for i= 1, .  . r. Therefore 
A?= 6 z&k[t] = & Cik[t] 
,=I i=l 
and 
p(t) A?= T,(A?) = & Cjfi(t) k[t]. 
,=l 
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Since q(t) divides detp(%!“t)=J”“I;=ifj(t), set j=min{i:q(t) divides 
fi(t)}. Then for i< j, 4(t) and fi(t) are comaximal ink[t] and so 
z7,fi(t) k[ ]+B,q(t) k[t] =C,k[t]; for i>j, fiifi(t) k[t] +tiicj(t) k[l] =
tii4(t) k[t]. It follows that 
>I 
and so clearly rk,,,( V) = (q(t)). 
To complete he proof, we need only observe that our assumptions 
on q(t) imply that since p(t) = ~,JcI) = ~Lk((~/lm)/(~P’)“), p(t  divides 
det S( U -“t) by Lemma 11. Thus a symmetric argument exploiting he left 
k[t]-module structure of A”s shows that I,,,,(V) = (p(t)). 1
It is now easy to determine f the clique ofan upper prime ideal isa clan 
(i.e., if cl(P) is finite). 
COROLLARY 14. Let P= [A, p,Jc()] be an upper prime ideal of 
S = R [a; 01. Then P belongs to a clan if and only if all eigenvalues of 6 are 
roots of unity. 
Proof: This follows immediately from an iterative application of 
Theorem 13. [ 
We conclude with some examples oflinked upper prime ideals. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let R = k[y], k a field, and let CI, BE k. Let IJ be the 
automorphism of R defined byy” = cly and set S= R[x; a]. Then A = yR 
is a a-invariant prime ideal of R, 6 is the identity on R/A r k, and 
P = [A, x - /3] =AS+ (x - j?) S is an upper prime ideal of S. The only 
eigenvalue of c? is 01 so that cl(P) = {[A, x- CX’/~] :i~ Z} which is finite if 
and only if ais a root of unity. 
A version fthe preceding example appears in[9] where the clique of
P is determined by irect alculation. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let R=Q[y,z], y”= -y, z”=y-z, and A=yR+zR. 
Then 5 is the identity on R/A E Q and the matrix of 6 with respect to he 
Q-basis { 9, i} of A^ is 
-1 1 [ 1 0 -1 . 
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Then since’ the only eigenvalue of c? is - 1, {[A, x- cr], [A, x+ N]} 
forms atwo-element clan in S = R[x; o] for all aE Q while [A, x2 - /3] is 
classically localizable for any p E Cl which is not a perfect square. 
Group rings of polycyclic groups can be realized as iterated Ore 
extensions if weinvert indeterminates [lo]. Hence we can describe the 
localization mechanism for asubclass of uch group rings. 
For example, ifwe modify the last example by taking R = Q[y, y-l, z, 
z-l], y”= y-1, zg= yz-‘, A=(y-l)R+(z-l)R, and S=R[x,x-‘;a], 
then SZ QG where G is the semidirect product Z2 x ,Z and (T is the 
automorphism of Z2 induced bythe matrix in 
EXAMPLE 5.2ng the: that inA?-’ = (2~) and 22 (2>), 
we xhat (~l)“=~~)u~(z-1)6=j(2-~)-i=(y-1)(1-z) 
+(y-l)+(l-z)=(y-l)-(z-1). Hence the matrix of 6 with respect 
to the basis {yq, z’-1} of a is as above and the same conclusions 
follow. 
EXAMPLE 6. Let R = CI![ y,y~ ‘, z], y” = y, za = yz, and let A = zR, 
A4 = ( y - 1 )R + zR. Then A c M and each is a-invariant. R/A E Q [ y, y - ’ ] 
and R/Mr Cl so that ~7 is trivial n each case. Set S= R[x; a]. 
Observe that {;} is a basis for the Q(y)-space A^ and the corresponding 
matrix for ~3 is (y). If P = [A, x - a], a E Q, then cl(P) = { [A, x - cly’] : 
iEZ}. 
The Q-space I@has basis { ~2, ;} and since (s)d = pl and i” = 
$= (y - 1) i + i = i, B is represented by the identity matrix of M*(Q). 
Hence all upper prime ideals over A4 are classically localizable. 
In particular, if Q = [M, x-a] then Q is a classically localizable 
maximal ideal of S and Q contains the prime ideal P whose clique is
infinite. 
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